
Index

adjusted count R-squared, 164, 165
adjusted deviance residuals, 47
Agresti (2002), 128–129
AIC, see Akaike information criterion
Aitchison and Silvey, 117–120
Akaike information criterion, (AIC), 45
anchoring vignette restriction, 226
anchoring vignettes, 219–222

in ordered probit model, 222–226
log likelihood and model identification,

226–227
multiple self-assessment equations, 230–232

Anderson (1984), 134
Anderson and Philips (1981), 132
APE, see average partial effects
assessed ordered categorical variables, 181–182
average partial effects (APE)

binary choice model, 36–37
example, 148

Bank Rate model (Eichengreen et al.), 286–287
Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), 164
Bellemare et al. (2002) model, 327
Ben-Akiva and Lerman fit measure, 48
bias reduction estimators, for binary choice

models, 269–270
BIC, see Bayes Information Criterion
binary choice model

application to health satisfaction, 28–30
case-control studies, 97–98
definitions, 9
development of, 117
endogeneity of an RHS variable, 80–83
endogenous sampling, 96
estimation and inference, 16
goodness of fit measures, 39–43
hypothesis testing, 39
literature, 9
panel data, 57
parameter heterogeneity, 75–80
partial effects, 31, 32

probability models, 12
random utility formulation, 10–11, see also

bivariate probit models; multivariate
probit models

bivariate ordered probit models, 291–294
applications, 295–297
panel data version, 297–298, see also sample

selected bivariate ordered probit model;
bivariate semi-ordered probit model

bivariate Poisson regression model, 296
bivariate probit models, 83–85

marginal effects, 88–89
sample selection model, 91–93
testing for zero correlation, 86–87
tetrachoric correlation, 85–86, see also recursive

bivariate probit models
bivariate semi-ordered probit model, 295
BLISS (software), 116
Bliss, C., probit analysis, 111–116
Brant test, 188, 206
Burnett bivariate probit model, 90–91
Burr type II distribution, 203

case-control studies, binary choice model, 97–98
CDF, see cumulative density function
censoring, 1
characteristics, 2
choice-based sampling, 96
Chow test, 154
classification problem, 254
cluster corrected covariance matrix, for binary

choice estimator, 58
compensating variation, 197
complementary log log distribution, in binary

choice, 13–14
conditional mean estimation, in random

parameters models, 247
continuation ratio model, 120, 130
count R-squared, 164, 165
Cramer fit measure, 48
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cumulative density function (CDF), 14
cumulative odds model, 129, 131

deviance residuals, 47
DIF (differential item functioning), 219–220,

see also anchoring vignettes
dummy variables

partial effect in binary choice model, 31–32
with empty cells, 46

DVD ratings model, 1

effects model, 57
Mundlak’s correction for probit and logit

models, 71–72
pooled estimation, 57–59
testing for fixed or random effects, 57–74
testing for heterogeneity, see fixed-effects model;

random-effects model
Efron fit measure, 46–47
Eichengreen et al. Bank Rate model, 286–287
elasticities of probabilities, 33–34
EM algorithm, see expectation maximization

algorithm
endogenous sampling, binary choice model, 96
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm,

250–254

finite mixture model, 248
finite sample AIC (Akaike information

criterion), 164
Finney, probit analysis, 116
fit measures, 39–43

adjusted count R-squared, 164, 165
AIC (Akaike information criterion), 45
based on predicted probabilities, 48
BIC (Bayes Information Criterion), 164
count R-squared, 164, 165
dummy variables with empty cells, 46
example use, 167
finite sample AIC (Akaike information

criterion), 164
Hannan-Quinn IC, 164
Log AIC (Akaike information criterion), 45, 164
model’s ability to predict, 49–52
perfect prediction, 45
ROC plots, 53–54
specification test, 53

fitted probabilities, binary choice model, 38
fixed effects model, 57, 59–66
Fortran, 122–123

Generalized Linear Models (GLIM) approach, 117
generalized ordered choice model with random

thresholds, 262–267

generalized ordered logit model, 192
generalized ordered probit model, 189–192
generalized probit model, 209–214
generalized residual, 183, 202
German Socioeconomic Panel (GSOEP) data,

28, 136
Gibbs sampling, 22–23
GMM estimation, random effects model, 68
GOLogit, 189, 215–216, 233
Gompertz distribution, in binary choice, 13–14
GOProbit, 194, 233
grouped data, 9–10

binary choice estimation with iteratively
reweighted least squares, 16–26

example, 170
GSOEP, see German Socioeconomic Panel data
Gurland et al., minimum chi squared estimation

of an ordered response, 123–125

Hannan-Quinn IC, 164
happiness, equating with utility, 101–102
Hausman heterogeneity test, 73
Heckman and Singer semiparametric approach,

random effects model, 68–71
heterogeneity

and thresholds, 219–222, see also individual
heterogeneity

heterogeneous scaling of random utility,
232–236

individually heterogeneous marginal
utilities, 237

testing in effects models, 72–74
heterogeneous thresholds model, 210
heteroscedastic ordered choice model, 232–233
heteroscedastic ordered probit model, 240

semiparametric estimator for, 321–322
heteroscedasticity, 54–56, 202–203
Hierarchical Ordered Probit (HOPIT)

model, 214–219
equivalence to vignette model, 238

homogeneity of strata, testing for, 155
HOPIT, see Hierarchical Ordered Probit model

equivalence to vignette model, 238

identification through functional form, 215
IMDb.com, 2, 3
incidental parameters problem, 60–62
individual choice data, 9
individual heterogeneity, 208–209
inflation models, 302–306

Kay and Little fit measure, 48
Krinsky and Robb method, 37–38
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Lagrange multiplier (LM) test, 41–42, 55, 200–203
latent-class modeling, 247–248

application, 255
endogenous class assignment, 258–261
estimation by maximum likelihood, 249–254
estimation of class assignments, 254
latent-class model extension, 254–255
ordered choice model, 248–249

latent continuous variable, 134–135
latent regression, 11
likelihood function, 16–17
likelihood ratio index, 44
likelihood ratio tests, 40–41

example, 153
testing homogeneity of strata in data, 155

LIMDEP (software), 233
linear probability model (LPM), 13
LM test, see Lagrange multiplier test
log AIC (Akaike information criterion),

45, 163
log likelihood maximization, 19–20

Bayesian estimation by Gibbs sampling and
MCMC, 21–24

EM algorithm, 20–21
method of scoring, 19–20
Newton’s method, 19

logistic model, 131
logit model, 16
LPM, see linear probability model

marginal effects, standard errors, 37–38
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach,

23–24, 109
issues with, 179

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), 16–18
covariance matrix estimation, 26–28

example, 156
issues with, 175
random effects model, 67, see also log likelihood

maximization
McCullagh

1980 paper, 5, 102, 110
and Nelder (1989), 24
cumulative odds model, 127–129

McKelvey and Zavoina, xiii, xiv, 5, 99, 110, 127
fit measure, 47–48, 162

McFadden likelihood ratio index, 44
MCMC approach, see Markov Chain Monte Carlo

approach
MCS (minimum chi squared estimator), 26,

115–116
minimum chi squared estimator, see MCS
missing data models, 20
missing variables, LM test for, 200–202

MLE, see maximum likelihood estimation
multiple equations, 290–291
multivariate ordered probit model, 299–301
multivariate probit models, 93–96

negative probabilities, 152, 190
Netflix, ratings model, 1–5
NLOGIT (software), 13–14, 27, 108, 152, 153
nonparallel regressions, 132–134
nonparametric duration model, 329–330

application, 333–336
unobserved heterogeneity, 331–333

nonparametric specifications of binary choice, 13
normalizations, impacts of different, 171

odds ratios, 33
standard error, 36

ordered choice model
definitions, 5
dynamic models, 285–289
introductions to, 6–7
issues with, 181

functional form issues, 181–182
methodological issues, 198

parameter heterogeneity, 281–285
spatial autocorrelation, 289
specification tests, 198–199

against logistic and normal
distributions, 203–205

heteroscedasticity, 203
missing variables, 199–203
unspecified alternatives, 206–207

testing for random or fixed effects, 278–281
with fixed effects, 275
with random effects, 268–274

ordered choice regression model
antecedents, 111
development of, xiii
social science data and regression analysis for

binary outcomes, 116–117
software for, 179, 180, see also self-assessed

health status application of ordered choice
regression model

ordered logit model, 108, see also generalized
ordered logit model

ordered probit model, 5–6, 99
analysis of data on ordered choices, 109–110
anchoring vignettes, 222–226
Bayesian (MCMC) estimation, 175–179
log likelihood function, 108–109
ordered choice as outcome of utility

maximization, 103–105
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ordered probit model (Cont.)
probabilities, 108
underlying latent regression model, 99–103,

see also bivariate ordered probit models;
multivariate ordered probit model; sample
selected ordered probit model

with endogenous treatment effects, 319
ordered regression model, 130–132

related models, 132
ownership propensity, 103

panel data
bivariate ordered probit models, 297–298
fixed effects, 268–274
random effects, 268–274
testing for random or fixed effects, 278–281

panel probit model, 94
parallel regression assumption, 182–184

Brant test, 184–188, 206
parallel regressions, 182–184
parameter heterogeneity, binary choice model,

75–80
parameter variation, 239
partial effects

binary choice model, 31
choice invariant ratios, 197–198
example, 146, 157
generalized ordered choice model, 193

partial proportional odds model, 215–216
Pearson residual, 47
Pearson’s Tables for Statisticians and

Biometricians, 111–113
perfect prediction, 45

example, 171
polychoric correlation coefficient, 294
pooled estimation

effects model, 57–59
random effects model, 66–67

probit analysis, origin of, 111
probit model, 11–16
probits, 111
proportional odds model/restriction, 128–129,

184, 215–216
pseudo R-squared, 44, 161–162, 163, 165

QMLE, see quasi-maximum likelihood
estimators

quasi-maximum likelihood estimators
(QMLE), 27

random effects model, 57, 66
GMM estimation, 68
Heckman and Singer semiparametric

approach, 68–71

maximum likelihood estimator, 67
pooled estimator, 66–67

random parameters models, 239
conditional mean estimation, 245–247
implied heteroscedasticity, 239–240
maximum simulated likelihood

estimation, 240–243
variance heterogeneity, 241

random utility function, 2, 3
random-effects ordered response model, 275
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots,

53–54
recursive bivariate probit models, 90–91
response consistency, 222, see also anchoring

vignettes
retrospective studies, 97
robust covariance matrix estimation,

example, 156
ROC plots, see receiver operating characteristic

plots

sample selected bivariate ordered probit
model, 317–319

sample selected ordered probit model, 307–309
sample selection models, 302, 307

with ordered probit selection rule, 310–317
sandwich estimator, 155
SAS (software), 27, 107, 153
scaled coefficients, example, 146
scobit model, 203
seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) model, 290
self assessed health status application of ordered

choice regression model, 136–138
average partial effects, 148
dependent variable censoring, 171–173
different normalizations, 171
distributional assumptions, 138
estimated ordered probit (logit) model,

138–140
estimation issues, 167
grouped data, 167–170
inference

about coefficients, 150–154
about partial effects, 157
robust covariance matrix estimation, 155–156
testing for structural change or homogeneity

of strata, 154–155
interpretation, 146
measuring fit, 160–167
MLE estimation, 173–175
nonlinearities in the variables, 148
partial effects, 142–146, 156–157
perfect prediction, 170–171
prediction, 157–160
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threshold parameters, 140–142
underlying regression, 142–150

self-assessment component, 222–225
semi-nonparametric analysis of ordered

choice, 324–326
semi-ordered bivariate probit model, 295
semiparametric analysis of ordered choice,

320–321, 327–329
Bellemare et al. (2002) model, 327
distribution free estimator with unknown

heteroscedasticity, 323–324
heteroscedasticity, 323

semiparametric specifications of binary choice,
12–13

sequential model, 130
single crossing feature, 145, 193–197
Snell, 1964 paper, 120–123
SNP model, 324–326
software

BLISS, 111–116
for ordered choice regression model, 179
NLOGIT, 13–14, 27, 108, 151–153
SAS, 27, 107, 151–153
Stata, 13–14, 27, 107, 152, 233, 241

spatial autocorrelation, 289
Stata (software), 13–14, 27, 107–108, 152, 232–233,

241
Stereotype Ordered Regression Model, 183
Stock Prices model (Tsay), 287–288
SUR model, see seemingly unrelated regressions

model
symmetric distributions, 14

tetrachoric correlation, bivariate binary choice
model, 85–86

threshold models, 209–214
threshold parameters, inference about,

152

thresholds, 2
and heterogeneity, 219–222
known, 132–133

time series, 268–269, see also nonparametric
duration model

tolerances, 102, 119
tradeoff ratio, 197
trivariate ordered probit model, 299–301
Tsay, see Stock Prices model
Tutz, 130
two-part models, 302

utility, 1
and happiness, 101

variation explained, 46–48
Veall and Zimmermann fit measure, 45
vignette component, 222–226
vignette equivalence, 222, see also anchoring

vignettes
vignette model

application, 229–230
equivalence to HOPIT model, 237–238
testing assumptions, 228–229, see also anchoring

vignettes

Wald tests, 40
Walker and Duncan, individual data and

polychotomous outcomes, 125–126
WESML (weighted endogenous sampling

maximum likelihood) estimator, 96

zero inflated ordered probit (ZIOP) model, 303
zero inflation model, 302–306
ZIOP model, see zero inflated ordered probit

model
ZIOPC model, 304
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